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Einstein’s general theory of relativity, formulated in 1915[4], is the most 

beautiful theory of gravitation amongst the existing theories.  The theory of 

relativity gives a description of gravitational phenomena in agreement with 

observation, and it also provides a conceptual framework for all large-scale 

phenomena. This theory is criticized due to occurring singularities. For example, 

(1) For cosmological models described by solutions of the Einstein field equations, 

there is an initial singular state (the " big bang") from which the universe expands, 

(2) The Schwarzschild solution for the gravitational field of a particle. It has a 

singularity of the curvature tensor at the origin, where the particle is located .Hence 

in attempt to remove some of the non satisfactory features of general theory of 

relativity; several theories of gravitation have been proposed as an alternative to 

the Einstein’s general theory of relativity. The most important amongst them are 

the Kaluza-Klein theory (1921), Rosen’s Bimetric theory (1940), The Scalar- 

Tensor theory by Lyra (1951) , Jordan’s theory (1955), Brans and Dicke theory 

(1961), Nordtvedt’s theory (1970), Ross’s theory (1972), Dunn’s theory (1974), 



Schimdt et al. theory (1981), Barbar’s theory (1982), Saez-Ballester theory of 

gravitation (1985)  and others. With the advent of the alternative theories of 

gravitation, in recent years, there has been lot of interest in the study of the various 

aspect of these theory and then to compare them with the results of general theory 

of relativity. Because of the simplicity we have taken up Rosen’s bimetric theory 

of gravitation for our research work and have studied some cosmological models 

namely Spherical Symmetric, Cylindrical Symmetric and Plane Symmetric Space-

Times with various matters like Wet dark energy, cosmic strings, domain walls, 

massive mesons, cosmic string coupled with massive meson, scalar field  and so 

on, in the context of Rosen’s bimetric theory of relativity and have found that no 

matter exist and only vacuum solution can be obtained. Further we have 

investigated some physical and geometrical properties of these models. We have 

also studied spherical symmetric space-time using space-time of constant curvature 

and obtained results as per the modified version of Rosen’s bimetric theory (1978-

80) [19-21]. 

 In an attempt to get rid of the singularities appear in the Einstein's General Theory 

of Relativity (GR), Rosen [11-16] has proposed  a  modified theory of gravitation 

within the frame work of  general relativity which is called  Bimetric Theory of 

Relativity (BR).In this theory he has proposed a new formulation of the general 

relativity by introducing a background Euclidean metric tensor γij in addition to the 



usual Riemannian metric tensor gij at each point of  the four dimensional space-

time. With the flat background metric γij , the physical content of the theory is the 

same as that of the general relativity. 

Thus, now the corresponding two line elements in a coordinate system xi are – 

                2 i j

ijds g dx dx                                                                 (1) 

and         2 i j

ijd dx dx                                                                      (2) 

where  ds  is the interval between two neighboring events as measured by 

means of a clock and a measuring rod. The interval d  is an abstract or 

geometrical quantity not directly measurable. One can regard it as describing the 

geometry that would exist if no matter were present. 

With the help of the metric tensor ijg  one can define the Christoffel 

symbols  k

ij and hence covariant differentiation (g- differentiation) denoted by a 

semicolon (;) and one can form the Riemannian Curvature Tensor h

ijkR  . 

Similarly, with the help of the metric ij  one can define the Christoffel 

symbols k

ij  and corresponding covariant differentiation (γ- differentiation) denoted 

by a vertical bar (│) and one can form the curvature tensor h

ijkP . 



From the formal standpoint, an important consequence of the presence of 

the background metric is the fact that one has a tensor 
kijg

│
 which involves first 

derivatives and therefore has no counterpart in ordinary Riemannian geometry. 

There is an interesting relation between  k

ij  and k

ij  given by 

              k k k

ij ij ij                                                                            (3) 

where k

ij  is a tensor having the same form as  k

ij  but ordinary derivatives replaced 

by γ-derivatives. This can be shown to be a tensor and is found to be given by       

: : :
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                                                      (4)                                        

In the usual expression defining  Rij , using (3) it is found that as a 

consequence of the Euclidean Character of  γ ij ,one can write – 

              Rij = - ∆ αij ,α + ∆ ααi , j - ∆ ααβ  ∆ βij  + ∆ αβi  ∆ βα j                          (5)           

This relation is interesting in that ijR  is obtained from the tensor k

ij  by tensor 

operations, i.e. ijR  is a tensor function of ijg . Comparing (4) with the usual 

expression for ijR one can see that  k

ij  has been replaced by k

ij  and ordinary 

differentiation by γ- differentiation.  

Rosen N has proposed the field equations of Bimetric Relativity as                       
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            and    det ijg g ,     det ij                                                        (9) 

            and j

iT   is the energy momentum tensor. 

Equation (6) is obtained from Einstein field equations  

1
8
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i i i iG R g R kT                                                                               (10) 

by replacing all the derivatives of ijg  by  γ -derivatives .Using γ- 

derivatives does not change the physical contents of the field equations , but it has 

some advantages. One can derive the Einstein field equations for empty space from 

the variational principle  

   
1

2 0ij

i j ijg d   

                                                       (11) 

Where scalar    is given by equation (8) and ijg  varied while ij is kept 

fixed. With the help of equation (11), one can derive an energy momentum density 

tensor for the gravitational field in place of the pseudo tensor that one has in the 



conventional form of the general relativity. Thus one can say that this theory has 

simpler mathematical structure than that of Einstein General Theory of Relativity. 

In 1978, Rosen N [17, 18] modified the version of Bimetric Relativity in 

accordance with perfect cosmological principle. In this new version the 

background metric  ij  is considered as a space – time of constant curvature which 

has the same degree of maximal symmetry as that of the flat space–time. 

In this theory, one can setup isotropic models of the universe which do not 

go through the singular state .And it is very interesting to note that ″ Black Holes ″ 

a creation of General Theory of Relativity do not exist in Bimetric Theory of 

Relativity. 

Liebscher D [10] in 1975 studied Bimetric Theory and examined the 

theory in the case of superdense static objects. 

Yilmaz [24, 25] has observed that the solutions of the field equations of 

bimetric relativity and predicted the red shift light deflections, time - delay 

correctly.   

In 1978 Goldman [6] has studied the transverse , longitudinal and mixed 

plane waves in bimetric relativity ,and conclude that the energy density for purely 

transverse waves is positive and while it may be negative for purely  longitudinal 

waves . 



In 1980, Falik D and Rosen N [5] have studied particle field in bimetric 

relativity, and field equations have been solved near the Schwarzschild sphere. In 

1983, Callegari G and Baroni L [2] have given a method to compare Rosen’s 

theory of gravitation and Einstein’s theory of gravitation on the ground of the 

emission of gravitation by a binary system with a compact companion .The 

conclusion is that the emission of gravitational radiation deduced from Rosen's 

theory is three orders of greater than by Einstein's theory. Karade T. M.[7,8], 

Sahoo P.K.[22], Borkar M.S.[1], Katore S.D.[9], Deo S.D.[3] have studied  plane 

symmetric space-time in bimetric theory of relativity.  

This Project entitled “STUDY OF PLANE SYMMETRIC SPACE-TIME IN 

BIMETRIC RELATIVITY” comprises of  four parts: 

 1)   is introductory in nature in which we have presented a brief review of 

Einstein’s general theory of relativity, Consequences of Einstein’s theory, 

Criticism on general theory of relativity, development of Rosen’s bimetric theory 

of gravitation.  

2)  Space-time symmetry is explained 

3)  Plane symmetric space-time with various matters like cosmic string, wet 

dark energy, perfect fluid and cosmic strings coupled with massive scalar fluid 

have been studied in the context of Rosen’s bimetric theory and found that only 



vacuum model can be constructed. Further, some physical and geometrical 

properties of the model have also been analyzed.  

4) Copies of Research Papers Published. 
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